
  

BEAUMONT-DE-LOMAGNE [R-H] - 13 September 
Race 1 - PRIX DE LA PRESSE D'ENDOUMINGUE -  2400m MOBILE D18 Harness. Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. IRWINN GRIFF - 0.25L success in a walk up at this level here last month. Key player. 

2. INDOCILE - Completed a double in a Auch mounted event last week. Consider on earlier 10L grass walk 

up victory. 

3. INTUITIF BOY - 11L defeat at this track two starts ago. Step forward required. 

4. ISBA BESNOT - 0.25L runner up in this grade prior to solid walk up form. One to note. 

5. INFERNO POURPRE - Placed on sole autostart in easier company. Place claims. 

6. ILE MADAME SEVEN - 1.25L fourth in this grade on autostart debut two starts ago. Not ruled out. 

7. ISEO DE LOU - Got off the mark in third autostart at Saint-Galmier first up. Could improve again up in 

grade. 

8. ITUMELANG PAULOIS - 14L third on sole autostart in this class earlier in the campaign. Others have 

achieved more but open to progress. 

9. IZIRA JOSSELYN - 2.5L La Capelle autostart success prior to a DQ at Enghien. Could bounce back with 

a progressive profile. 

10. ISTINGA BOCAIN - DQ in both autostart outings thus far. Has shown ability in between but others 

preferred. 

11. ICARE DECAST - Scored in both driven runs including in a weaker autostart last week. Notable runner. 

12. IKILIK - Regressed after a promising start to his walk up career. Prefer to watch on autostart debut. 

13. ICEMAN DE CREPIN - Scored in a lower level walk up prior to a below par run at this track. Has ability 

and not dismissed on autostart debut. 

14. IGUALE MONEY - Failed to complete in previous pair of walk ups. Scored in both autostarts previously 

and rates highly. 

15. IZARA DES PLANS - Two victories from four autostarts thus far. Top claims if able to complete. 

Summary: IZIRA JOSSELYN (9) is expected to go close if replicating a 2.5L success at La Capelle two starts 
ago. Looks steadily progressive and open to further improvement. IRWINN GRIFF (1) rates among the main 
chances after a 0.25L walk up success at this venue. Top claims. IGUALE MONEY (14) is unbeaten among 
autostart company. Must enter calculations and can be forgiven a pair of walk up DQ. IZARA DES PLANS 
(15) cannot be ignored if able to complete. Holds ability. 

Selections 

IZIRA JOSSELYN (9) - IRWINN GRIFF (1) - IGUALE MONEY (14) - IZARA DES PLANS (15)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE LA GIRONDE -  2400m MOBILE D44 Harness. Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. HELIOS D'ELA - Four places from seven autostart and arrives in top walk up form. One to note without 

shoes. 

2. HODRIGO EVER - 2.5L fourth in this grade of autostart at Vichy last month. Not ruled out of the placings. 

3. HEIDI RENARDIER - Held fifth at this level two starts ago. May find a few too strong. 

4. HIWI ROCQ - Placed in two of previous three autostarts at this standard. Among the place options without 

rear shoes. 

5. HOLERO LOVE - Underwhelming form since resuming. Something to find. 

6. HAPPY FAMILY AR - Two placings from sixteen autostart efforts thus far. Hard to enthuse. 

7. HONNEUR DE BLAY - Arrives after a course walk up double including at this level. Could be set for 

improved autostart form without shoes. 

8. HIPSWAY - Unplaced in all five autostarts. Others preferred. 

9. HEIDI DU YUCCA - Beaten out of sight in this company 69 days ago but not dismissed on earlier winning 

form. 

10. HELIOS CADURCIEN - Four autostart placings from six runs. Each way appeal without shoes for a good 

trainer. 

11. HADRIEN DU VIF - Consistent walk up performer this term. Could reach the placings. 

12. HASTORIA BLEUE - Missed the placings in previous couple of autostarts at this level. Others make more 

appeal. 

13. HOLITA DE NOYELLES - Shown ability in autostarts but looking elsewhere for the likely winner. 

14. HALADIN D'ARGENT - Hit or miss type who has scored twice in easier autostarts. Notable runner if 

completing. 

15. HELECTRIK DE SUCE - Reached the frame on third autostart at this level two back. Place claims. 

Summary: HALADIN D'ARGENT (14) has been an all or nothing driven performer so far but holds strong 
claims if completing. Scored in two easier autostarts and might be ready for this class rise. HELIOS D'ELA (1) 
rates a solid pick after consistent driven form including four placings from seven autostarts. Notable contender 
racing barefoot. HEIDI DU YUCCA (9) can be forgiven a poor run in latest. Previous winning form reads well. 
Consider. HELIOS CADURCIEN (10) may place representing a good trainer. Keep safe. 

Selections 

HALADIN D'ARGENT (14) - HELIOS D'ELA (1) - HEIDI DU YUCCA (9) - HELIOS CADURCIEN (10)  



Race 3 - PRIX ETONNANT -  2550m WALK-UP D235 HCP E Monte. Purse EUR €30,000. 

1. ELIXIR DE PIN - Dual mounted winner but failed to complete in previous two mounted attempts. Others 

more reliable. 

2. EUPHORIE - Back to form with a placed effort in easier course mounted event six days ago. Consider. 

3. DOLINE DES EPINES - Infrequent mounted winner who looks likely to find a few too strong at the finish. 

4. ELECTRA - Four consecutive underwhelming mounted efforts. Minor role likely. 

5. FERRERO DU LOISIR - Failed to complete on mounted debut in easier company. Best watched. 

6. COQUIN DU MANOLET - One placing from seven mounted starts. Best focus elsewhere. 

7. EXTRA BALL - 7L third in a weaker Divonne mounted affair eighteen days ago. Placing at best up in class 

without shoes. 

8. DONATO BELLO - Fair runner up in this grade at this venue last month. Strong claims without shoes. 

9. FIASCHETTO - Dual track and trip winner including in this grade of mounted event. Notable runner with a 

top record barefoot. 

10. CHINI DE L'OISON - Beaten a long way at this track on reappearance. Needs to take a big leap forward 

second up. 

Summary: DONATO BELLO (8) delivered a solid runner-up effort at this track and grade. Finds a winning 
chance racing barefoot under suitable conditions. FIASCHETTO (9) could feature in the finish as a dual 
mounted winner including in this class. Notable runner with a strong barefoot record. EUPHORIE (2) brings 
sound each way claims after an improved placing in latest. EXTRA BALL (7) could sneak a place on best 
mounted form. Include for multiples. 

Selections 

DONATO BELLO (8) - FIASCHETTO (9) - EUPHORIE (2) - EXTRA BALL (7)  



Race 4 - GRAND PRIX DYNAVENA MAISAGRI -  2550m WALK-UP C335 HCP E Harness. Purse EUR 
€40,000. 

1. DELADO - Missed the placings in previous three walk ups at a lower level. Others easily preferred. 

2. ESPIRITU SANTO - Impressive 5.5L autostart success at this track without shoes fifteen days ago. Top 

claims with a good record at this trip. 

3. CRACKOR DE FORGAN - DQ in a claiming walk up over 2800m nine days ago. Opposed. 

4. CAIMAN DU CITRUS - 2L success in claiming company nine days ago. Big leap into this grade. 

5. PAYET D.E. - Chasing a hat-trick after a Vincennes walk up victory at this standard. Leading chance without 

shoes. 

6. DURGA DES VALERINS - Arrives in fair driven form including a victory in a easier walk up four back. 

Something to prove over this distance. 

7. COOBYA ANGANO - Missed the placings in a lower level course autostart fifteen days ago. Unlikely to 

feature. 

8. ETIENOS DE CHENOU - 3.25L eighth in the G3 Grand Prix Dynavena Maisagri two starts ago. Not without 

a place chance eased in grade with a good record over this journey. 

9. EXTREME DESBOIS - Completed an easier driven double at Castera-Verduzan over 2800m by 9L. Raised 

significantly in class by worth strong thought. 

10. DROLE DE MEC - Improved second at Cagnes-sur-Mer in easier driven company. Easy to dismiss at this 

standard. 

11. CRONOS D'HAMELINE - 3L seventh in this company at Laval ten days ago. Placing at best without shoes. 

12. DELMON DE BLONDEL - 1.75L third in a stronger walk up on penultimate outing. One to note who goes 

well here. 

13. CALIMERO DU THIOLE - Dramatic improvement when runner up in this company of auotstart 21 days 

ago. Solid frame chance if replicating. 

14. FAKIR MERITE - 1.75L fifth in the G3 Grand Prix Dynavena Maisagri last month. Major player down in 

grade. 

15. CLYDE BARROW - Missed the placings in a better course walk up fifteen days ago. Notable runner with 

an excellent record at this trip. 

Summary: PAYET D.E. (5) made a good start to his short career and completed a double in this class at 
Vincennes. Leading claims racing barefoot and to continue his upward profile. CLYDE BARROW (15) missed 
the frame among stronger company at this venue. Expected to go well dropping in standard with soild form at 
this journey. FAKIR MERITE (14) finished fifth in the G3 Grand Prix Dynavena Maisagri. Major player down in 
grade. DELMON DE BLONDEL (12) races well here so cannot be ruled out for a placing. 

Selections 

PAYET D.E. (5) - CLYDE BARROW (15) - FAKIR MERITE (14) - DELMON DE BLONDEL (12)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE LA PRESSE DE GRISOLLES -  2550m WALK-UP E83 HCP Harness. Purse EUR 
€19,000. 

1. GRIDY CADURCIEN - Beaten a long way on reappearance here. Unlikely to be a factor. 

2. GITANE DE LA DIVES - Infrequent winner who ran fifth in a weaker Cagnes-sur-Mer autostart last month. 

Others more persuasive. 

3. GOLAN HEIGHTS - Worth forgiving previous couple of poor autostart efforts with placed form in similar 

walk ups previously. 

4. GEANT D'AMOUR - Improved sixth in a weaker grass walk up eight days ago. Further progress required 

but has front pads on for the first time. 

5. GUESTBOOK - A pair of DQ in this grade following three successive grass walk up placings. Not ruled out. 

6. GENTLEMAN SMART - 2L runner up in a easier walk up prior to two unplaced autostart outings. Place 

claims with front pads on. 

7. GADGET DU GADE - Fine 5.5L runner up in a lower grade course autostart two outings ago. Among the 

place chances. 

8. GAZELLE DE PRETOT - 4.5L fifth in a lower level walk up on penultimate start. Place claims without shoes. 

9. GODFATHER DARBY - Held fifth at this level eight days ago. Could reach the frame on earlier winning 

form. 

10. GEKO DE ROUAISSE - 7.25L sixth in a similar Auch walk up eight days ago. Rarely threatens and not 

expected to feature. 

11. GAZELLE DANICA - Nose winner of a grass walk up two starts ago. Hard to enthuse back on this surface 

on overall form. 

12. GENTLEMAN COGLAIS - Reached the frame in two of previous three driven outings including at this 

standard. Firmly in the mix with a favourable record barefoot. 

13. GABO DI ROCCA - 4.5L seventh in a stronger walk up last month. Consider with front pads on for the first 

time. 

Summary: GENTLEMAN COGLAIS (12) finds a winning opportunity after reaching the frame in two of the 
previous three driven outings. Major appeal maintaining a fair record with shoes removed. GABO DI ROCCA 
(13) delivered a 4.5L seventh in a better walk up last time. Notable runner with wearing first time front pads in 
a moderate event for the grade. GADGET DU GADE (7) and GODFATHER DARBY (9) both hold solid place 
claims after displaying ability this campaign. Keep on side. 

Selections 

GENTLEMAN COGLAIS (12) - GABO DI ROCCA (13) - GADGET DU GADE (7) - GODFATHER DARBY 
(9)  



Race 6 - PRIX DE LAON -  2400m MOBILE F75 Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. ECLIPSE MELODY - 8.5L third in a weaker autostart three runs ago. Step forward needed upped in class. 

2. FLAMME DE GINAI - One autostart victory from 27 efforts to date. Among the place options. 

3. ERA DES ROSEAUX - Two placings from six autostarts thus far but improved walk up form in the interim. 

Not ruled out. 

4. FIESTA FROMENTRO - Improved autostart form since resuming including a 0.5L Caen success in stronger 

company. Leading chance racing barefoot. 

5. FANTASIA RIVER - Improved walk up victory last month in a better class. Not ruled out back in autostart 

company at a winning venue. 

6. FIONA MAZA - Reached the places in this grade three starts ago. Could repeat on best form.  

7. FEERIE DE L'ISOP - 2.5L third at this level three back at Chateaubriant. Each way appeal without shoes. 

8. FURIE DE VAUVERT - Progressive walk up form halted with two straight DQ. More needed to prove in 

autostart company. 

9. ETOILE D'HAUFOR - Infrequent autostart winner who has mixed walk up form this term. Others more 

persuasive. 

10. FIDJI DES THUYAS - Four consecutive walk up DQ. Hard to trust. 

11. ELOA DE LALOSSE - Yet to reach the frame in five autostarts. Step up needed. 

12. ELITE DU DOLLAR - Two places from fourteen autostarts thus far. Improvement required. 

Summary: FIESTA FROMENTRO (4) scored tackling a stronger Caen autostart by 0.5L in latest. Expected 
to prove tough to beat with shoes removed once more. Rates highly. FANTASIA RIVER (5) showed 
improvement in a higher class walk up. Leading candidate back in an autostart at a winning track. ERA DES 
ROSEAUX (3) rates among the each way contenders after a good placed spell among walk up company. 
Scope for progress in autostarts. FEERIE DE L'ISOP (7) is one to keep safe for a placing. Races barefoot. 

Selections 

FIESTA FROMENTRO (4) - FANTASIA RIVER (5) - ERA DES ROSEAUX (3) - FEERIE DE L'ISOP (7)  



Race 7 - PRIX FACE TIME BOURBON -  2400m MOBILE D185 Harness. Purse EUR €30,000. 

1. ESMONDO - Moderate driven form since a placing at this level earlier in the campaign. Others make more 

appeal. 

2. DUC DE LA MORTRIE - More hit than miss in autostarts this term including placing at this level three back. 

Among the main chances. 

3. EXPRESS EVENING - Nose fourth in this grade of autostart at Hyeres fifteen days ago. Major appeal with 

a good record without rear shoes. 

4. DUDU DU NOYER - 2.25L seventh in this class on penultimate outing. More needed. 

5. DEESSE DES NOES - 7.5L sixth in this class at Amiens last month. Needs to raise her game. 

6. ENO DE NARMONT - Experienced campaigner who ran an excellent second in stronger company two 

starts ago. Inconsistent but place claims. 

7. COSMOS PERRINE - Scored in one of previous two claiming autostarts. This demands more. 

8. DE PADD - Infrequent autostart winner who failed to complete at Cagnes-sur-Mer on penultimate outing. 

Easy to discount. 

9. DUO SEGUINEL - 4.25L fifth in this class of autostart three back at Enghien. Could find a place. 

10. DORLANDO DU VIVIER - Nose victory in a weaker grass walk up at Royan la Palmyre two starts ago. 

Something to prove back in an autostart. 

11. DORUN BEAM - Three placings from four autostarts prior to a heavy defeat at Toulouse. Could bounce 

back with an unexposed profile in autostarts. 

12. DEFI DU GRANIT - DQ when leading for a long way in previous autostart at Argentan. Not entirely 

dismissed. 

13. DETALES - 6.5L sixth in a better Castera-Verduzan autostart two back. Firmly in the mix down in class. 

14. DENZO MONTAVAL - 0.75L third in this grade of autostart at Le Mont Saint-Michel two outings ago. Top 

claims without shoes. 

Summary: DENZO MONTAVAL (14) delivered a fine third in this grade of autostart at Le Mont Saint-Michel 
two outings ago. Capable of a bold display under similar conditions and rates highly. DETALES (13) makes 
for plenty of appeal after a 6.5L sixth at Castera-Verduzan on penultimate run. Strong claims eased in 
standard. Among the main contenders is EXPRESS EVENING (3) who maintains a good record in this shoeing 
combination. DUC DE LA MORTRIE (2) found a placing at this level three back. Could replicate. 

Selections 

DENZO MONTAVAL (14) - DETALES (13) - EXPRESS EVENING (3) - DUC DE LA MORTRIE (2) 

 


